Experiencing Landscapes: capturing the *cultural services* and *experiential qualities* of landscape

Annex D
Annex D: Perceived Performance of Features in Developing Cultural Services (presentation extracts)

A sense of history 2

Although anything could deliver this if it reminds you of how many people have been there before

(iconic viewpoints)

Spiritual 2

Higher

Lower

Although anything could deliver this if it reminds you of how many people have been there before
Learning 2

Higher

Coast
Lanes
Industrial features
Wildlife
Parkland

Lower

Walls
Fields, patterns etc
Walls
Rocks and Crags
Hedges
Bogs and Marshes

Quite closely linking to 'a sense of history'. Sense of Discovery and Learning about your own capabilities

‘Recreation’: Leisure and Activities 2

Higher

Coast
Lanes
Coniferous forests
Water (lakes and streams)
Rocks and Crags
Parkland

Lower

Walls
Fields, patterns etc
Hedges
Bogs and Marshes
Farms

Can be seen as more static and ‘pastural’

Preference can vary with age demographic and ‘capability’